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The Best of Utah 2021

TO: UTAH TREKKERS
FR:  COACH GUNN
RE:  IMPORTANT UPDATE – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

It's been a crazy, unsettling, and unpredictable time since the pandemic hit but it looks like we 
are on the verge of a great trip!  I appreciate everyone's cooperation and understanding as we 
navigate this crisis.  Please hang loose as everything is extremely busy in Utah, especially in 
Zion and Moab, but I am optimistic that things will settle down as school is starting.

SURGERY UPDATE:  First, I want to give you an update on my spinal stenosis.  I received a 
second opinion from Michigan Brain and Spine in Ann Arbor and they feel that I can have my 
surgery when I return home from Utah in late October.  I am really happy about this as I am 
extremely excited about personally orchestrating these trips.  

UTAH BOUND:  I plan to fly out of Grand Rapids on Sunday after our TEST HIKE and meet 
my son Jake and go through the trip.  September 18 Thom Janssen and Lee Riley will handle our 
first group's departure and flight to Las Vegas.  I will meet the group when they land.

FINAL PAYMENTS:  I have determined the final cost for the trip and an additional $178 per 
person is required to cover the cost increases, primarily airfare.  For those who have the ground 
package the amount is $52.  I appreciate your understanding.  I have always prided myself on 
offering very competitive prices for my trips and I think concerning the circumstances this price 
is extremely fair.  An updated itinerary is attached.  We will send out a final bill taking 
everything in consideration including, current balance, Devil's Lake 2020 and this final increase.

FINAL REMINDER:  Also, this is final reminder that everyone's proof of vaccination, signed 
waiver and shuttle requests are due now.  

[Email or text to: Thom@CairnStoneTours.com or 269.462.0683]

Thank you!  It's going to be a great trip and I will see many of you at Manistee!

FIRE UP FOR UTAH!

SMC NILES CAMPUS
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